
 See Poker Room Supervisor for details. All casino games owned and operated by the Kansas Lottery.

Live Poker Room   |   KansasStarCasino.com

Teams alternate players every 30 minutes as long as 
your bankroll has chips.

Alternates and re-entry allowed.

$125 BUY-IN  |  OPTIONAL $10 ADD ON

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13

REGISTRATION Starts February 1   |   10:00AM

TOURNAMENT Starts February 13   |   2:00PM

Jack Jill&



Tournament Name: Jack and Jill Tournament
Tournament Dates: Saturday, February 13, 2016
Tournament Times: Registration starts at Feb 1, 2016 10:00am. Tournament starts February 13, 2016 at 2:00pm.
Tournament Rules: This tournament will be a “partner tournament” In partner tournaments, 2 people are registered for the same entry fee.  
The partners take turns playing 30 minutes at a time. For Example Jack and Jill pay $125 to enter the tournament, Jack sits down at the start of the 
tournament and plays for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes of play it is Jill’s turn to play in the same seat with the remaining chips Jack has. Every 30 
minutes the person playing will change, however the chip stack stays in the seat.  This tournament will require a female entrant and a male entrant.  
Both Jack and Jill split the prize money. 

Tournament buy-in is $125 total, which will be divided as follows: $20 rake to the casino, $5 dealer gratuity, and $100 to player prize pool.  
All players will receive $10,000 in tournament chips at the table. In addition, each team is given an option to purchase an extra $2,000 in 
tournament chips for $10, all of this money shall go directly to the dealer’s gratuity pool for the tournament. Players must decide to make this one 
time purchase, before their play begins. 

This will be a no-limit poker tournament, meaning any player can bet all of their chips at any time. Tournament capacity at the start of the tournament 
will not exceed 80; however there will be no maximum number of entrants. All tournament play will be held within the poker room.      

Registration will continue until the first break, based on availability. For the first hour any player being knocked out of the tournament may reenter by 
paying full registration fees and will be treated the same as any new player entering the tournament for the first time. Players may only reenter once 
inside of the first hour, and no one will be permitted to register after the first break.

Each round will be 30 minutes in length with a 10 minute break after 4 levels of play.  Tournament will conclude when one player has acquired all 
the tournament chips in play, or if players agree on a distribution of the prize pool.  A Poker Supervisor or higher ranking casino official will then pay 
the player prize pool in casino value chips at the final table.  Payouts will be determined by the attached spreadsheet, (unless the players agree 
upon a different distribution of the player prize pool).  

Except as otherwise stated herein all Kansas Star Casino “Texas Hold’em Poker” rules of play will apply.  The Kansas Star Poker Room adheres to 
all Poker Tournament Directors Association tournament rules, a copy of which may be obtained at the poker podium.

Tournament Blinds for each round of play will be as follows (small blind shown on the left, big blind shown on the right):

Tournament Details: Sign-ups will be open to the general public beginning at February 1, 2016 at 10:00am on a first come first serve basis.   
A Poker Cashier or Poker Supervisor or higher ranking casino official will collect the buy-in and use Bravo Tournament Watch system to fill out the 
Tournament Entry Form. Each player will then be assigned a seat at random. All tournament prize money will be paid out of the poker tournament 
player prize pool (the $125 collected from each player).  

Once the winners are decided the Poker Supervisor or higher ranking casino official will fill out a tournament Distribution Form, have the guest sign 
it and pay the guest in value chips. Surveillance will be called to observe the entire process. The dealers’ gratuities ($5 per player plus $10 for 
each optional purchase of tournament chips) will be totaled, and divided among the tournament dealers based on the number of tables they 
actually dealt at during the tournament. The dealers will sign a dealer’s gratuity form to confirm the number of tables they dealt at and confirm 
their share of the gratuities.  All monies collected for house rake ($20 per player) will be dropped in a Poker rake box along with tournament 
drop paperwork.

During this process Surveillance will be called to observe. There will be no sponsors or promotion money used for this tournament. At the end of 
the gaming day the Tournament Distribution Form will be sent to Accounting.

Tournament Details: 

•  All applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winner. The Kansas Star Casino will be responsible for all required tax  
reporting and documentation.

• Employees of the Kansas Star and their immediate families are not eligible for this tournament. 
• Management reserves the right to change any rules with the approval of the Kansas Lottery and the Kansas Racing and Gaming Commission.
• The Kansas Star reserves the right to cancel the promotion up to 48 hours in advance with prior approval from the Kansas Lottery and the KRGC.
• Individuals enrolled in the Kansas Voluntary Exclusion Program are not eligible for this tournament. 
• Must be 21 years of age or older to participate.
• Each winner will be required to present a valid government issued photo identification document that includes the individual’s address and signature.
• All decisions made by supervisors are final.

Small    Big
  9. 500
10. 1,000
11. 1,500
12. 2,000
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3,000
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Small    Big
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8. 400
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Small    Big
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Small    Big
13. 3,000
14. 5,000
15. 8,000
16. 10,000
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20,000

10 minute break 

Small    Big
17. 15,000
18. 20,000
19. 25,000
20. 30,000

30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000

Final Level
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Gambling Problem? 800.522.4700  ksgamblinghelp.com


